
In these days when smartphones have become
an extension of humans - helping us perform
everyday tasks from trivial to complex, it is
easy to take for granted all the work that
development teams do to build applications
that run on our devices and make our lives
easier.
 
Perhaps the most difficult part of developing an
app is to really understand the needs that
potential users have and how to deliver
solutions to them. It is also necessary to design
a scalable architecture which is cost efficient
and oriented to a smooth user experience.
Having said that, we get to the point where we
ask ourselves some important questions about
how to build our app, such as: which
technology to use , which programming
language, which database engine or whether to
use on-premise or on-cloud infrastructure,
finally and not less important we must decide if
our application will be native, hybrid or cross-
platform.
 
Many companies are not clear about app
development approaches and make bad
decisions when choosing between native,
hybrid or cross-platform which causes
inefficient software products not aligned with
the nature of the business.
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Why Use Native
App Development?

In few words, native applications are those that
are built using a programming language
specific to an operating system. For example,
to develop a native application for Android we
use Java or Kotlin, on the other hand for native
applications for iOS we use Objective-C or
Swift, this allows developers to leverage the
features of the device and the operating
system by directly accessing the hardware of
the device such as the camera, GPS,
accelerometer, gyroscope, fingerprint
authentication and many others. This translates
into high performance and speed and a better
user experience.

What are native applications?

Since native applications are compiled
exclusively for an operating system using its
native compiler, they are more efficient and
the loading time of the user interface and
content is much faster.
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Native applications have a better look and feel
because they are aligned with the user
interface device which makes them look part
of it. In addition, native applications are
governed by design guidelines created for
each platform: Human Guideline Interface for
iOS and Material Design for Android, these
guidelines allow developers to create more
intuitive interfaces that users are more
familiar with.

Security is another point to highlight, since
as native applications they use all the
security mechanisms of the operating
system, for example fingerprint and Face ID
for user authentication or to authorize
payments with Apple Pay. In addition, on the
development side, developers must use
certificates validated by their respective
platforms (iOS or Android) in order to
distribute an application and avoid malicious
applications on the users' devices, For
example, in order to use Apple Pay within
your app you need to have a certificate that
identifies your app and allows you to use this
service. Similarly, before using the Push
Notification service you must register your
app and associate a trusted certificate for
this.

Another advantage of native development
is that when new versions of the operating
system are released, developers have access to
the latest SDKS to update their applications
using the latest features of each platform.
 
As you can see there are many benefits in
native software development, but in my opinion
the most important ones are performance and
recognizable look and feel, the first one is
because native apps are native to the platform
and works with the platform's built-in
capabilities, the second one is because native
apps are similar to apps already on the device,
so users understand the natural flow of the
app.
 
Native apps are a future-proof investment,
have better performance and speed than other
approaches and a flawless and secure user
experience.

The decision of which approach to use will
depend on the nature of your business, budget
and time-to-market, however if you want to
have an application that takes full advantage of
the device, has a good performance, secure
and a flawless user experience and where your
development team can implement all its skills
leveraging all the advantages of an operating
system, definitely the native approach should
be your choice.

Conclusion


